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JCI Creed
We believe:
That faith in God gives meaning and purpose to human life;
That the brotherhood of man transcends the sovereignty of nations;
That economic justice can best be won by free men through free enterprise;
That government should be of laws rather than of men;
That earth's great treasure lies in human personality;
And that service to humanity is the best work of life

JCI Mission

To provide development opportunities that empower
young people to create positive change

JCI Vision

To be the leading global network of young active citizens

ABOUT JCI HONG KONG
Junior Chamber International Hong
Kong (JCI Hong Kong) (formerly named
as “Hong Kong Junior Chamber”),
inaugurated in 1950, is afﬁliated with
the worldwide leadership development
organization – The Junior Chamber
International (JCI). JCI has a worldwide
membership of over 200,000 and more
than 100 countries around the world.
JCI is a non-proﬁt organization of
young active citizens aged 18 to 40
who are engaged and committed to
creating impact in their communities.
The learning experience in JCI revolves
around the four Areas of Opportunity
(i.e. individual, community, business
and international opportunity), which

advocates voluntary involvement of
members within any of the areas. JCI
assembles active citizens around the
world, who are individuals invested in
creating positive impact within their
communities.
In JCI Hong Kong, we have 21 chapters
with over 2,000 members representing a
network of highly motivated and forward
looking young men and women who are
mostly entrepreneurs or executives from
a wide range of trade and businesses.
JCI Hong Kong Jayceettes is the ﬁfth
local chapter afﬁliated with JCI Hong
Kong, also well known as the ﬁrst lady
Chapter in the Asia and the Paciﬁc and
second lady Chapter in the world.
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We are entering the fall, the season of
harvesting, the season of wrapping up our
year, the season of preparing for another
great year to come.
Some say if human beings can survive
100 years old, then 50s is only another
new beginning, "our second lives". If there
is, how will you choose, searching for
new possibilities while not hurting all the
establishment of "our ﬁrst lives"? In this
issue, we are honoured to have Ms Black
(Su Hei) to share with all of us the power of
steadiness.
We are excited to share one good news!
Thanks for your support! We have won the

"Best Publication Award" in the JCI Hong
Kong 55th National Convention.
As a wrap up, we invited Chairladies of
different project to share their treasurous
experience with all of us - their learning
journeys! We hope that these stories can
enlighten you!
To end this atypical 2020, I genuinely hope
all of you to be proud of yourselves in
encountering all challenges and remember
there is always support that you need! One
thing I love about colder weather is that it
brings us together more than ever!
Good health, good wealth and good luck!

MESSAGE FROM
JCI HONG KONG JAYCEETTES
PRESIDENT KRYSTLE FONG

“Let’s turn SNAPSHOTS into a
publication that - everyone would be
interested to ﬂip open, and won’t be
willing to close” - Publications Team,
August 2019

Time ﬂies and here we are, publishing
the ﬁnal issue of SNAPSHOTs in 2020
- “Fruiting 50s. It was just like yesterday,
when the Publications Team was
established and incorporated into the
Board of Directors, sharing the vision of
attracting more readers to simply ﬂip open
SNAPSHOTS and “connect” with us.
Words cannot express our excitement
each time we see a person reading
SNAPSHOTs! It is our passion to inspire
and empower readers by featuring
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different life stories, articles and food
for thought. We sincerely hope that the
journey of “Blossoming 20s”, “Flourishing
30s”, “Scenting 40s” has brought you
some PERSEVERANCE, COURAGE
and PASSION at some point during this
challenging year, and would continue to
serve as a source of inspiration in times of
need.
I would like to take this opportunity
to thank my creative, passionate and
Publications Team who thought completely
out of the box and strived continuously to
bring a brand new publication experience
to our readers. To us, every element of the
SNAPSHOTS you are currently holding is a
piece of art. From the choice of paper, to
the use of space, specially designed layout

and the featuring of exclusive interviews.
“The end is just the beginning” – T.S.
Eliot

“Fruiting 50s” may be the ﬁnal issue in our
series, yet, it is only the beginning of real
life. Let STEADINESS be your ﬁnal anchor
and together with perseverance, courage
and passion, enable you to set sail to
astonishing new heights in life. Thank you
for all the encouragement and support
you have given us throughout the year and
see you out there, very soon.
“Let’s keep SNAPSHOTS as a
publication that - everyone would be
interested to ﬂip open, be INSPIRED,
be EMPOWERED, and won’t be
willing to close” - Publications Team,
December 2020

I think when you’re young you should be a lot with
yourself and your suﬀerings. Then one day you get
out where the sun shines and the rain rains and the
snow snows and it all comes together.
DIANA VREELAND

The vision of our 2020 Publications Team is to cover stories on four different iconic
women at different life stages: "Blossoming 20s", "Flourishing 30s", "Scenting 40s"
and "Fruiting 50s". Through sharing of their unique life stories, we aspire to be the
source of inspiration to readers and encourage them to not only discover beauties at
each stage of life, but also to reﬂect upon themselves on how to live the most out of
their lives. In the past three issues, we have covered the four time Olympic swimmer
and 2020 Ten Outstanding Young Person Stephanie Au Hoi Shun; Thierry Chow,
the modern female Feng Shui designer; Boss Fa (Wong Wai Gwan), ViuTV Producer
of "Good Night Show I - III" and Talent Manager of the male pop music group
"MIRROR". In our ﬁnal "Fruiting 50s" issue, we have invited Ms Black (Su Hei), to share
with us her journey on searching and establishing steadiness in her 50s.

Fiﬁties -- An age of steadiness
50s
Having been through their 20s with PERSEVERANCE, 30s with COURAGE, 40s
with PASSION, women in their 50s reach an age of maturity. Having experienced
ups and downs in life through adventures and struggles, brings out the power of
STEADINESS. The steadiness may come from riding the waves of life, and here we all
learn to accept, embrace and let go.
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50+1

Contributor: Ms Black (Su Hei),Vice President Cherie Wong
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Be yourself; everyone else is already taken.
OSCAR WILDE
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51ST ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
“THE ENCHANTED GARDEN”
Contributor: Chairlady Joee Au Yeung

I remember when Supervising Ofﬁcer,
Vice President Cherie Wong invited me
to be the Chairman, it was December
2019. At that moment, we only thought
about “which venue is better or special”
and “which theme is more fun and
attractive to members”. We did not
expect the COVID-19 pandemic to
affect the physical event.
During our search for venues for the
anniversary, the ﬁrst wave of COVID-19
pandemic was happening. At that
moment, some venues have reduced
their prices, but some of the venues
were still beyond our target.
As the COVID-19 has changed our
personal and professional lives, many
20

JCI events have changed to virtual
events, for example, the 5 Star Training
Camp changed to “Hello JC”, Executive
Academy changed to “JCI Next”. To
observe the requirements of social
distancing and protect the health and
well-being of our guests, we turned
the anniversary program into a virtual
celebration. Despite the fact that we
already secured the venue with a great
hotel.
With the decision made, the organising
committee have been actively
contributing ideas on how to make
the virtual programs to be engaging
and memorable for members. Without
their committed support and input of
creativity, the celebration would not be
as successful.

The theme of this year's celebration
is “The Enchanted Garden”. Stepping
into the 51st anniversary, we hope
our members can grow strong and
blossoming with the Chapter. We are
also thrilled to have received birthday
greetings in different languages from
our chapter’s past presidents, as well
as greetings from sister-chapters and
friendship pacts. The video was full of
love and support, although we were not
able to meet physically, the messages
meant a lot to our members.
The fun-ﬁlled event also showcased
the talents of our members with much
laughter and memorable moments. We
have talented members showcasing

amazing dance performances and
delightful singing performances.
The pandemic has affected our lives and
changed our usual practices of events
greatly. We hope the anniversary brings
a moment of joy and relief to all our
members. Hopefully next year, we will
have a celebration without masks and
have all our friends from overseas joining
us!

HIGHLIGHTS OF JCI HONG KONG
55TH NATIONAL CONVENTION
Contributor: Vice President Davina Wong
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You may not control all the events that happen to
you, but you can decide not to be reduced by them.
MAYA ANGELOU
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THE JAYCEETTES COHORTS
Contributor: Vice President Flora Ng, Ofﬁcer Rain Ho

Jayceettes Knows It All?

To facilitate interaction between
our members among Cohorts and
encourage them to know more about
JCI, Jayceettes Academy and The
Jayceettes Cohorts together hosted an
inter-Cohort JCI Quiz - Jayceettes Knows
It All on 27 July 2020.
Each cohort formed a team of 4
contestants, consisting of senior
member, full member and prospective
member. They worked together to
study and prepare for the competition.
Cheering teams were also formed from
each Cohort to show support and care
to their representing cohort members!
The event was planned to be a physical
one for the contestants to come,
and would be live and welcome the
28

audience to join. However, under the
pandemic situation, we changed it to
a virtual one and all the participants
were joining us through ZOOM. It was
a challenging task as the OC team did
not have similar experience before, and
given all contestants were staying in their
own place, it was not easy to monitor
via online. OC Team tried their best
to prepare well and facilitate both the
contestants and audience in order to
allow them to enjoy such an interactive
event.
The event turned out to be a great
success expectedly with nearly 70
participants enjoying and engaging with
us. Many distinguished guests including
HLP & NP were able to join us, and also
our two star judges - our NAEO Senator
Joel Li and NPE Senator Winnie Yeung

to support. We were happy to see
contestants were outstanding while the
cheering team showed full support to
the cohort. Most importantly, everyone
learnt through and enjoyed the event. It
was a good demonstration of how we
"Ignite to Inspire, Unite to Empower."
New Members’ Orientation

To introduce friends for an opportunity
to create positive change, we hosted a
New Members’ Orientation via Zoom to
introduce JCI Hong Kong Jayceettes to
new friends on 21 August 2020.

We were excited to have NPE Senator
Winnie Yeung as our Star Speaker to
share her JCI journey and feelings all
along, to inspire new friends how they
could broaden their horizon in JCI.
We were happy to have 17 friends
joining us that night, enjoyed the sharing
and interacted with each other with our
members online!
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CARE & DARE 2020: COMBATTING CORONAVIRUS
Contributor: Chairlady Rika Sin

When COVID-19 ﬁrstly hit, there was a
great demand of masks and sanitizing
products from everyone in Hong Kong,
especially the elderlies, students and low
income families.
Recognizing this problem, I was thrilled
to be invited by President Krystle and
Vice President Flora to be the chairlady
for this unprecedented project, "Care
and Dare: Combatting Coronavirus”,
which is also my ﬁrst ﬂagship project in
my Jayceettes journey.
During this project, we distributed a total
of 800 anti-epidemic packs with masks,
mask cases, hand sanitizers, alcohol, SIM
cards, and rice packs to elderlies and
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students from low income families. Here
I would like to express my sincere thanks
to all the donors, sponsors and helpers
in this project. Without your donation
and support, this project would not be
as successful.
I would also like to thank President
Krystle, Supervising ofﬁcer Vice President
Flora and my OC team for your
accompaniment, support and guidance,
allowing me to learn, grow, and bloom
in my ﬁrst project. Thank you!
Stay healthy, everyone!

The individual has always had to struggle to keep
from being overwhelmed by the tribe. If you try it,
you will be lonely often, and sometimes frightened.
But no price is too high to pay for the privilege of
owning yourself.
FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE
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SISTERHOOD
Contributors: Director Helen Yau
Ofﬁcer Cyndi Ip

Dear Cyndi,
We have known each other since 2019. I am mostly impressed by “Cyndi”
this word as I didn’t know how to spell it… hahaha. Cyndi was that slim
and quiet, from external to internal. Yet, her way of thinking and thoughts
are so similar to me. We are both tall with long hair responsible for the
International Affairs Area. Some brothers from JCI Manila mistook us as
sisters...but let’s not guess who was the hottest pick of who was the big
sister haha. There are also members created Whatsapp sticker of “We are
Jwins” (Hong Kong Jayceettes Twins), so interesting!
To tell you something, we are even closer than biological sisters!!
Love,
Helen
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My dear sister Helen,
Time ﬂies, we have known each other for almost 2 years.
Recalling from my memory, I really knew you during ASPAC
last year. I was a new comer and hadn’t joined any JCI ofﬁcial
events. Everything was just too new to me at that time, like JCI,
ASPAC, members in our chapter etc. But it was you! You was
just like a big sister bringing me around to know the world. I
was grateful that I did make the decision to joining the ASPAC.
It was such an enjoyable trip.
This year, it’s my pleasure to be the International Affairs Ofﬁcer,
following you to travel around the world in the ﬁrst half year. We
worked together, played together, even slept together (in the
same room lol). And it’s funny to hear that we look alike. May
our sisterhood last forever. Let’s have more and more memory
in the future!
Love,
Sister Cyndi
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Art and life really are the same, and both can only be about a spiritual
journey, a path towards a re-union with a supreme creator, with god,
with the divine; and this is true no matter how unlikely, how strange,
how unorthodox, one’s particular life path might appear to one’s self or
others at any given moment.
GENESIS P-ORRIDGE
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SDG JUNIOR AMBASSADOR PROGRAMME 2020 "MICITY"
Contributor: Chairlady Cherry Lok
Thank you President Krystle Fong
for giving me this once-in-a-lifetime
experience to be the chairlady of JCI
Hong Kong Jayceettes’ renowned
Flagship Project “SDG Junior
Ambassador Programme” (a.k.a SDGJA).
I am grateful to have your trust in me to
lead and to empower me to go beyond
my limitations especially during the
pandemic.

The entries of the participants are well
thought with relation to the actual town
planning of Hong Kong. Participants
not only give concrete ideas on SDG
as to how our lovely city can be more
sustainable in 2030, they also self-learn
some of the STEM technologies and
incorporate it professionally into their
entries, the quality of their entries is out
of our expectation!

Since our target audience is Primary
and Secondary school students, with
schools temporarily locked down, we
need to seek other unconventional ways
to promote our project via online as well
as through supporting organizations. We
also managed to reach all 1,150 Primary
and Secondary schools in Hong Kong
via phone call, email and fax to promote
our programme despite the lockdown.
Even though more effort is needed,
everything is worth it when we realize
how much impact we have created to
our SDG Junior Ambassadors!

Besides promoting unconventionally
online, we also had many FIRST
experiences!
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1. First time having all event workshops
online, together with 12 SDG & Town
Planning videos readily available for
students and the public, with 6,000+
total view, 11,70 total reach and 3,000+
total engagement
2. First time having entries judging
session online
3. First time having online prize
presentation

4. First time travelling more than 100km
all over Hong Kong just to deliver awards
to the winners directly
I would like to take this opportunity
to thank our three Strategic Partners UNESCO HK Association, Hong Kong
Institute of Planners and Hour of Code,
as well as our 20+ partners together with
100+ supporting organisations,for giving
full support towards SDGJA as judges
and speakers, and as well to promote
us to students! A big thank you to our
Guest of Honor, former Director of
Planning - Professor Kar-Kan LING, SBS
for his insightful sharings to our SDG
Ambassador.
The success of this year’s SDGJA is a
collaboration of teamwork, and it is
also why the project can go this far.
My heartiest thanks to my amazing
Organizing Committees for their
dedication and trust in me especially
during this pandemic. Thank you OC
Catania Mao, Cat Mak, Michelle Leung

and Rain Ho for believing in me and
choosing to join SDGJA as your ﬁrst
Flagship project. Thank you Deputy
Chairman Kathy Kwan for your assistance,
and thank you my project advisor Past
President Senator Wimi Lam for your
guidance, I will never forget the times we
were still ﬁne tuning the project at 2am.
Last but not least, I would like to thank
my Supervising Ofﬁcer Flora Ng for
bearing with me and for nurturing me
step by step into a future leader.
Even though the project has come to
an end, I believe that the great impact
through the 20 events we brought to the
participants and the inspiration to care
for SDG & Sustainable City throughout
the program will last. We look forward to
building a sustainable Hong Kong in the
future together.

JAYCEETTES ACADEMY
Contributor: Director Kathy Kwan
JCI Hong Kong Jayceettes is an
international leadership development
organization which aspires to provide
different development opportunities that
empower members to create positive
change. Through a series of workshops,
training, webinars and activities, our
members explore, discover, learn and
grow as individuals.
JCI HONG KONG JAYCEETTES
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
ACTIVITIES
July Fellowship Gathering – The Art of
Etiquette (22 July 2020)
We believe that good manners enable
individuals to ease social interactions in
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International Affairs Protocol
both their personal and business lives.
We are also convinced that equipping
members with necessary etiquette
knowledge empower them to be more
conﬁdent in different arenas.
In collaboration with JCI Sha Tin,
we successfully presented the July
Fellowship Gathering - “The Art of
Etiquette” via Zoom live streaming
for more than 90 JC members. We
invited Past President Patrizia Yeung,
an International Etiquette Specialist,
as our guest speaker to share with us
the rules of good behavior for today's
most common social and business
situations, including greetings, making
introductions, the art of small talks and
pandemic etiquette tips.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS TRAINING
SERIES
JCI Protocol
This training showed the basic rules and
etiquette in greeting our guests, VIPs
and ofﬁcers. Vice President Davina Wong
highlighted photo taking and seating
arrangement to note.
Introduction to Project Tools
Vice President Flora Ng gave an
introduction on Prospective Member
Handbook and Organizing Committee
Manual. These publications are useful
resources for new members and project
teams.
Introduction of Online Database System
Honorary Secretary Wanda Tang walked
us through the newly-built online
database system where we can retrieve
past project ﬁles and lots of reference
materials there.

International Affairs Director Helen Yau
shared useful tips on sister chapter/
friendship pact reception and reminded
us what to prepare for outbound visits.
JCI HONG KONG LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITES
2nd Hello JC (4-5 July 2020)
If you want to explore opportunities
available to you as you start your JC
journey as a new member, Hello JC is
too good to miss. It is an online training
program for new members to get
familiar with JC value and make friends
in the big JC family.
We successfully co-organised the 2nd
Hello JC program with JCI Ocean. It
attracted 35 participants from different
chapters to join and around 100 JC
members attended the graduation
ceremony. A total of 13 Jayceettes
members took up different roles in the
programme including project chairman,
organizing committee members,
participants, deputy head trainer,
assistant trainer, group facilitators and
Master of Ceremony.

Power Learning Path

Level 1: Full Member Marcella Ho

Trainer Mentorship Programme

To recognize and encourage JCIHK
members for their active and continuous
learning in JCI, National Training
& Development Commission has
designed “Power Learning Path 2020”–
a whole year individual learning and
recognition program. The result of the
2nd season was announced in MidSeptember.

Level 2: Director Tiara Lau, Vice
President Cherie Wong

This mentorship programme provides
a platform for participants to practice
their training skills and knowledge
through a series of trainings and direct
coaching from senior trainers. Two of
our experienced trainers took up the
role as mentors, while ﬁve of our full
members participated as mentees to
further develop their training skills. After
months of learning and training, our
baby trainers gave their ﬁrst training
programme at the Trainer Summit on 10
October 2020!
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Level 3: Vice President Davina Wong,
Full Member Yuki Wong, Director
Helen Yau, Ofﬁcer Jean Yip
Level 4: Full Member Joee Au Yeung

Hateful to me as the gates of Hades is that man who
hides one thing in his heart and speaks another.
HOMER
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ROAD TO EMPOWERMENT
OF FEMALE
ENTREPRENEURS
Contributor: Vice President Davina Wong
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FEMALE ELITES SERIES 2020 BUSINESS ON STILETTOS
Contributor: Chairlady Jean Yip

Why would I take up the chairlady position

Competition to a series of online workshops

unique project experience for me and it

for “Female Elites Series 2020 - Business on

and events from May to August to provide

was organized differently comparing to

Stilettos Project”?

free resources and network to support our

previous year. We are happy to be awarded

female entrepreneurs in this challenging

the Best Global Goals Award in the National

time.

Convention 2020. It is a very memorable and

Thank you President Krystle Fong’s trust
and inviting me to be the Chairlady of this

grateful time and it has demonstrated that

project. This is the ﬁrst time I became the

I still recalled earlier in March, it was the ﬁrst

Chairlady for a Flagship project in JCI Hong

ofﬁcial project OC meeting, yet we only kick

Kong Jayceettes. When I ﬁrst received her

started the project with 2 OCs. Luckily with

invitation, I was very excited yet was also

the support from the chapter, we gradually

worried that I would not be able to handle

attracted more members joining the projects

Once again, thank you so much for giving

it. Since I only became an Full Member in

along the way. Because of the pandemic, all

this valuable opportunity to understand

September 2019, there is still a lot for me

the meetings are held online and it was even

more about my area of improvement and

to learn on the project management and

more challenging as I was not able to meet

further expand my capacity. Thank you for

leadership skills.

the team in person. I have to wait until the

all of your efforts and support. Without you

event day of the ﬁrst workshop which I ﬁnally

all, this project cannot be completed and

had the opportunity to meet my team face-

achieved successfully.

This year we were presented with the
unprecedented challenges in our local
community – the economic downturn with
COVID-19 situation and unrest social events.

to-face. It became a very precious moment
to be able to talk to the team in person.

In light of that, we have pivoted our project

The pandemic caused all activities of

focus from last year’s Female Entrepreneur

this project to be held online, which is a
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women’s entrepreneurship development
and leadership of Business on Stilettos Team
has paid off their hard work.

Don’t let others box you into their idea of what they
think you should be. A conﬁned identity is a miserable
way to exist. Be you and live free. Trust that in living
true to yourself, you will attract people that support
and love you, just as you are.
JAEDA DEWALT
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WE PLAN YOU PACK
TRAVELING THE WORLD, ONLINE!
Contributors: Vice President Davina Wong
Director Helen Yau , Ofﬁcer Cyndi Ip

Owing to the global outbreak of COVID-19,
the 2020 JCI World Congress, Yokohama
Japan has changed from a usual physical
conference to a ﬁrst ever online format in
order to make it safe and enjoyable for all
attendees from all over the world. A record
high of 33 Jayceettes members have joined
this big event together with other 300 JCI
Hong Kong members, and we believe 2020
JCI World Congress, Yokohama Japan
would deﬁnitely be an extraordinary and
unforgettable experience for many JC
members.
The World Congress lasted for 2 weeks in
which week 1 (24 October - 2 November)
was about JCI Ofﬁcial Business where you
could join National President Meeting and
witness the election of 2021 JCI Ofﬁcers
while week 2 was divided into JCI RISE VIP
Congress Program and JCI Core Congress
Program. What makes this year more special,
is that JCI Hong Kong has the privilege to
present six programs for members from all
over the world!
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Some of the Program Highlights:
- Opening, Award, Closing Ceremonies
- Information Revolution x World Peace
Keynote: Masayoshi Son - Chairman &
CEO of SoftBank Group Corp.
- Brand new TOYP Talks featuring the
2020 JCI TOYP Honorees
- Business Speed Networking
- ACF x SDG: How to Integrate? By SDG
Pioneers
- SDG Workshop: Sustainable Goals –
Sustainable Life
- World Public Speaking Championship &
JCI World Debating Championship

At bottom every man knows well enough that he
is a unique being, only once on this earth; and by
no extraordinary chance will such a marvelously
picturesque piece of diversity in unity as he is, ever be
put together a second time.
FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE
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CARE & DARE 2020: PERIOD LOVE
Contributor: Chairlady Tiara Lau

Why would I take up the chairlady
position for “Care & Dare 2020:
Period Love Project”?
Thanks to President Krystle for
believing in me and inviting me to be
the chairlady of this project. This was
my ﬁrst time to be a chairlady and
certainly a challenging task for me,
especially I am still a student and not
very experienced in leading a project.
At the beginning of the year, our
team planned to launch a project
about women’s workplace health, so
we did some research and looked
at the current women’s needs in
society, and then we found out that
there are some news regarding
women generally have menstrual
cramps, and even need to go to see
the doctor. While many countries
have already implemented women’s
menstrual leave, including Japan,
58

Indonesia, and Zambia in Africa, in
view of this, our team would like to
start a brand new project, aiming at
arousing the public’s attention and
tolerance for women’s discomfort
during their menstrual periods, and
calling on the government and local
companies to provide support and
a friendly working environment for
women, including menstrual leave.
Our ﬁrst OC meeting started in
late January 2020. During these 8
months, we have achieved incredible
results:
1. We were interviewed by the
RTHK radio show “Made In Hong
Kong”, and promoted the project
and survey results
2. An inspiring online health
educational talk and Yoga lesson
were broadcasted on how to ease
the discomfort prior, during, and

after the menstruation cycle, with
over 1500 views with 500+ likes
3. Creation of the ﬁrst-ever
promotional card with menstrual
tips and precautions
4. The promotional videos attracted
over 2000 views with 500+likes.
5. Distributed over 100 menstrual
pads free to 20 Supporting
Organizations to be placed in
their female washrooms.
6. Engaged various supporting
organizations, business sector
and government
(Chairperson of Equal Opportunities
Commission (EOC) supported
this project as Guest of Honor and
delivered an encouraging speech in
our Closing Ceremony)
We are glad to see this topic has
successfully raised awareness

among the public, business sector
and government, and more media
coverage regarding menstrual
leave. I am truly grateful for being
the chairlady of the project and I
have learnt “Nothing is impossible”.
Launching a ﬁrst-ever ﬂagship project
in the year of a lot of certainties was
a challenging but unforgettable
experience for me. The project
was awarded the “Best Community
Empowerment- Merit” in the
National Convention. I would like to
thank my OC team for making this
happen. Jayceettes is a place where
dreams could come true :)
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For small creatures such as we the vastness is
bearable only through love.
CARL SAGAN
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CHAIRLADY'S DIARY
Contributor: 2015 President Senator Carol Yeung
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One day your life will ﬂash before your eyes.
Make sure it’s worth watching.
GERARD WAY
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LIFE MUST GO ON

Contributor: Senior Member Club Chairman Catherine Leung
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GOLDEN STORIES UNTOLD
EARLY YEARS OF JCI HONG KONG JAYCEETTES
A DAY WITH 1972 PRESIDENT SENATOR
FLORENCE WONG
Contributor: President Krystle Fong

“This Presidential Chain is not an
ordinary chain. It is a heavy chain of
responsibility. It represents a year of
dedication, devotion and countless
sleepless nights. You shall do your best
to lead the Chapter to new heights”
Being my sixth year in JCI Hong Kong
Jayceettes, I have witnessed Past
President Senator Florence Wong (PP
Florence), our 1972 President say this
sentence to each incoming President
receiving the Presidential Chain at the
Handover Ceremony.
I vividly remember myself wondering
how PP Florence’s JC career was like, for
the past ﬁve years.
“Did you know that I was one of the
founders of SNAPSHOTS?”
72

Eager to learn more, I was honored to
pay a visit to PP Florence’s home on a
sunny Saturday morning.
“SNAPSHOTS initially consisted
of photos only, which recorded
SNAPSHOTs of events” she elaborated.
“Later in time, words were added
into SNAPSHOTs to make it more
comprehensive to readers.” This was how
SNAPSHOTS was born and over the
years, it has evolved into the Publication
that you are currently reading.
PP Florence got to know about JCI
Hong Kong Jayceettes back in the days
through her colleague, who invited her
to a trip to Singapore (i.e. ASPAC), which
kick-started her JC journey where she
got to know a group of life-long sisters.

Joining JCI Hong Kong Jayceettes
within two years since its establishment
with only around twenty members, PP
Florence played a heavy role in laying
a foundation for our beloved Chapter.
Back in those early days, members were
not required to pay membership dues,
which made sustaining projects within
the Chapter much more challenging.
“My most unforgettable JC experiences
would deﬁnitely be Toy Library, Ofﬁce
Machines Demonstration & Typing
Contest plus conducting training on the
Youth Voyage.”
Toy Library
PP Florence and her team found
toy sponsors and arranged for toys
to be donated to a centre for the

underprivileged. Back in time, many
children lived under the poverty line and
their families could not afford toys of any
sort. With the generous support from
all toy sponsors, these underprivileged
children had an opportunity to visit the
centre and play with toys during their
leisure time.
Ofﬁce Machines Demonstration &
Typing Contest
“I did not know how to pitch sponsors
but I never stopped trying. Eventually, a
company named Dot-Well sponsored
electric typewriters for our project!”
Subsequently, electric typewriter workshops
and a typing contest were organized to
equip participants with sufﬁcient typewriting
skills for daily operations.

Youth Voyage
“When I was JCI Hong Kong National
Vice President, I boarded Youth Voyage
from JCI Japan as a trainer. JCI
members from Hong Kong, Japan and
Taiwan all actively participated in various
trainings and it was a very memorable
experience for me. JCI Ocean was
even established as a Hong Kong Local
Chapter on that ship!”
PP Florence was also the JCI Hong
Kong Inaugural Ceremony Chairman
in 1974, where she wrote to Governor
MacLehose and successfully invited him
to be the Guest of Honour of the event.
Never had she imagined that she would
have this opportunity to personally chat
with the Governor before she joined
JCI. She deeply encourages current
74

members to make use of their time to
fully explore the treasures of JCI.
Words to Current JCI Hong Kong
Jayceettes Members:
1. If you decide to take up projects or
other opportunities, please make
effort for full dedication or else you
would just be wasting precious time;
2. Active participation in trainings
would enrich your perspective and
knowledge;
3. The more you give, the more you
gain;
4. Learn how to delegate and supervise
and get the most amount of quality
work done; and
5. Friendship is the most important
element in JCI.

JC Career
Year

Position

1973

JCI Hong Kong National Secretary General

1974

JCI APDC Secretary General

1972

President

JCI Hong Kong National Vice President
Past Prominent Projects / Committees Involved
- World Congress Delegation Committee

- 1972 JCI Hong Kong Conference Organizing
Committee
- Better Vision
- Ofﬁce Machines Demonstration and Typing Contest
- Triangular Sisterhood Pact Signing with Manila Jaycees
& Dhonburi Jaycees
- Christmas Party for the Underprivileged

When I was a child my mother said to me,
‘If you become a soldier, you’ll be a general.
If you become a monk, you’ll be the pope.’
Instead I became a painter and wound up as
Picasso.
PABLO RUIZ PICASSO
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WOMEN AROUND…
KAOHSIUNG
Contributor: Director Tiara Lau
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FUN FACTS AROUND THE WORLD
Contributor: Director Heidi Wong

Seems like recently, there is a term
called “Eco Gender Gap”. It is found
that women are more environmentallyaware, what a good news! But the bad
news is, women are deemed to be more
environmentally-responsible.Gosh!
Why is it so?
New research by market research
company, Mintel, has revealed an eco
gender gap, ﬁnding that women care
more environmentally-friendly topics
like ethics and sustainability. In 2,000
of interviewees, 71% of women try to
live more ethically, compared to 59% of
men, while 30% of British men try to use
less water versus 38% of women. They
found that females (64%) are also more
likely than men (58%) to turn down or
switch off the heating when they are not
at home.
Another reason goes for the fact that
women are usually powerful consumers.
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Cosmetics products and all skin-care
products, fast fashion, slim products,
you name it, if we may not easily object
to women’s desire for consumption, we
may also to some degree agree that
consumers should be aware of their
environmental waste creating in each
consumption.
Some believe it is also a power play
between masculinity and feminism.
Environmental issues are easily portrayed
as something feminie, weak, mild and
tedious, which makes masculine men
may not be fully supportive of these
ideas on the surface.
Yet, it is also believed that, with more
education along with the more seeable
effects of global warming, environmental
issues are no longer the responsible of
either gender. You and me, should be
equally responsible for the environment
for our future’s sake!
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WAITING FOR YOU IN THE FUTURE
Contributor: National Training and Development
Commission Vice Chairman Rainbow Yuen

“Waiting for you in the future” is not
a romantic story, but an Inspirational
ﬁction, written by Tong Liu, a Chinese
young writer.
The story was about a University
Lecturer, Hao Hui Gui, aged 36,
who was not satisﬁed with his life
and accomplishment. He travelled
through time accidentally and went
back to his seventeens, the high
school time. Being the teacher of his
younger self, Hao tried very hard to
change his life. He wanted to amend
some of the very serious mistakes
that he made and deep regrets that
he felt, including his relationship with
family, friends and his love.
Through a series of events, he
experienced his 17-th again, he
found that he could not change
anything in the past, but to review
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those “silly” decisions he made in
every stage to search for the new
possible meanings. Eventually he
realised that his lack of success was
not primarily caused by his decisions,
but his negative beliefs that led to all
corresponding outcomes later.

summaries in each section have
enlightened me -- bitter, intimidating
and inspiring thoughts for deeper
reﬂections.

At last he returned to reality, he
decided to stop having any excuses
for his weaknesses and unwillingness
to change. He tried to express his
feelings to someone he loved since
high school, and worked passionately
for a better future.

Have you had enough?

I read this book during the pandemic
period, which was a difﬁcult time
for me. By going through the main
character’s timeline, it somehow
reﬂected all the events that I am
in. I review my life and get a lot of
insight from this book. Quotes and

Below are some reﬂecting questions
that I ask myself whenever I’m in
difﬁculties:
What change(s) do you want when
you are in chaos?
Why do you make this decision?
What is important?
Why is that so important?
What will you become if you have it
in life?
“Thank you, thank you for letting me
know the real you, letting me feel
the real me.” a quote from the book
“Waiting for you in the future”.
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MADAM SECRETARY
Contributor: Director Heidi Wong

If you love watching the power play.
If you love learning how to balance
work and family life. If you want to
know about how to make a good
deal. “Madam Secretary” is surely
your thing.
This US drama is about how Madam
Secretary balances the art of
diplomacy for her state and for her
own family. She was a former CIA
agent and had a super knowledge
base of current and historical US
relations with other major powers
in the world, marrying a Religion
Professor and having 3 lovely and
well-articulated kids we all hope for.
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Every episode has a backbone of
solving a diplomatic problem - from
understanding, clarifying, planning
to executing the solutions. The most
interesting part of this drama for me
is to learn the variety of solutions
yet pointing to the same principle negotiation. You give what they want,
in exchange of what you want, no
matter of dealing with which country
and about what speciﬁc problems
and in what decades. Same rules
apple.
So here’s the rules of thumb - know
what exactly you want and the value
you mean to the opponent.

If the above is a bit too heavy
for you, why not enjoy the soft
part picturing the simple human
relations. Supportive colleagues
sharing the same goal, loving family
understanding all the tough choices,
loyal subordinates wanting the best
of common outcomes etc.
We may need tactics and strategies
in the process, but after all, the
reason we begin with and the
outcome we are pursuing for can
be as pure as anything beyond
imagination. To me, this drama is
a perfect getaway from the hectic
reality. I deﬁnitely hope you can enjoy
it too!

JOIN US AS A PROSPECTIVE MEMBER!
APPLICATION FORM
Name (C):
Name (E):
Email:
Contact Number:
Occupation:
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Age:

CY

CMY

K

Note:
Your personal data will be kept strictly conﬁdential
We shall use your personal data for issuing receipts, fostering communications, raising
funds and conducting surveys for the JCI Hong Kong Jayceettes. We may furnish your
data on a strictly conﬁdential basis to JCI and its afﬁliated organization who provide
service to us in relation thereto.
Please mail the completed form to JCI Hong Kong Jayceettes at 21/F, Seaview
Commercial Building, 21-24 Connaught Road West, Sheung Wan or email us at info@
hkjtt.org
Join us to be a changemaker!
Should you be interested to advertise, sponsor or contribute to SNAPSHOTS,
please contact Director (Publications) Heidi Wong at heidiwong.hkjtt@gmail.com.
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